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The book uses historical material to examine the most important crossroads in modern Russian history 
(1921–2009) and shows the circumstances in which they occurred.
Each chapter deals with a different period of twentieth-century Russian history. The book gives clear 
and simple explanations of the decisions taken in those fateful years, describing which crossroads in 
history required decisions and what limitations and obstacles forced the authors to act in one way 
rather than another. Yegor Gaidar and Anatoly Chubais are not historians, they are the people who 
elaborated and made the decisions so crucial for Russia in the 1990s and who took all responsibility for 
the consequences.
Based on historical material, the book examines the most important crossroads of Russian history in 
the period 1929–2009, showing the circumstances that gave rise to them – the choice of political deci-
sions and the consequences, including new institutions. The result of the political decisions made in 
the late 1920s and early 1930s was the Soviet centrally planned economy; its growing crisis led to the 
crossroads of the 1990s. The decisions of 1992–1993 led to the creation of the market economy in Rus-
sia, a new stage in the country’s development.
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